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......united.
The UniteSE Workplace Collection brings
together KI’s proven comprehensive
storage ranges with a versatile bench
and desk system.

workstations....

Made in UK

UniteSE eight person double bench with full width acrylic screens
Faveo task seating

UniteSE Workstations
UniteSE is a comprehensive bench, desk and table programme which combines simple clean
design with a highly robust and flexible construction. The understructure provides a sturdy
modular platform for the addition of multiple worksurface and screen options either from its
standard programme or as an exercise in custom design. The programme offers, benching,
freestanding desks, tables and a cellular office workstation / work wall application.

Standard Goalpost leg

Hoop leg option

UniteSE 120 degree workstation clusters, inset acrylic screens with wrap-around worktops
Faveo task seating

Slatwall mounted screen arm

Understructure mounted screen arm

Worktop mounted screen arm

Comprehensive cable management options

Wrap-around tops

End of bench meeting extensions
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UniteSE Screen Options
The UniteSE workstation range includes a wide variety of screen
options for aesthetic and practical applications. Simple fabric
panels, full and partial metal frame surrounds, simple fabric
wrap, slatwalls and toolrails to secure monitor arms, perspex
panels and slot-in blades.
Screens can also be raised above worksurface level or inset from
the worksurface length. Side return and floor standing screens
are integrated into the range.

Acrylic panels

Loop, wrap-around screen frame

Floor standing screens

Side return screens

Screen mounted power & data sockets

Screen mounted accessories

UniteSE Workwall
UniteSE Workwall provides a seamless continuity of workstation
design and performance from open plan into the cellular
environment.
The introduction of alternative worksurface and fabric finishes
is made simple by the intelligent, flexible design of the UniteSE
workstation platform and KI’s renowned willingness and ability
to provide tailored designs for its customers.
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UniteSE Storage
UniteSE Storage from KI is a game changer. Storage has to date been designed somewhat in isolation from its main partner in the
office, the workstation, with the main focus being on document and media storage. No more.
The brand new UniteSE storage programme is a fresh and forward looking programme designed to offer innovative and unique
solutions to personal storage below desk screen height, built on the successful design and engineering platforms of KI’s proven
systems.
How people work has changed rapidly in a very short period of time. Flexible working is driving an exciting new evolution in storage
design where personal keyless storage solutions must dovetail seamlessly with more traditional document management as the pace of
workplace change increases and diversifies.
UniteSE sliding door storage.

KI SmartLocker.

Perforated panel options available.

Keyless locking for drawer units,
cupboards and pedestals.

Keyless locks, name tag holders and post
slot options for locker doors.

HotBox mobile personal storage box.

SmartBox with vertical and horizontal
pentrays.

UniteSE SpaceStation
The requirements for personal storage at the workstation are changing
and increasingly the demands placed on traditional mobile pedestals
challenge their effectiveness.
SpaceStation is a revolutionary new design which provides a multitude
of secure flexible mobile storage options addressing these evolving
changes. The simple clean aesthetic and cost effectiveness of
SpaceStation brings a completely new option into the workplace design
mix.

UniteSE cluster with full width acrylic screens
UniteSE storage units 1114mm & 715mm high
(740mm high with MFC top)
Desktop & mobile SpaceStation units
Faveo task seating
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UniteSE Workstations, UniteSE Storage & Faveo task seating.

Rapid, simple assembly
At the core of the intelligent and robust design of UniteSE workstations is a
low yet highly flexible inventory.
The understructure, built from rigid box section powder coated steel, is
assembled first. Screens, cable management, CPU holders and monitor
arms are then added, enabling IT and Electrical works to be easily accessible
before the worksurfaces and accessories are fitted.
High quality mechanical fixings within every element of the structure,
guarantee the strength and stability of the furniture throughout the life of the
product.

Cable Management
Vertical cable access is either via an easily accessible conduit within the intermediate leg frame, or through
flexible plastic umbilical risers which can be fitted to any point along the horizontal cable management. There is a
shallow horizontal cable tray or the option of a deep vertical cable tie tray, both of which are easily accessible and
interchangeable.
A sliding top option offers instant access to the horizontal cable tray where there is generous space for power and
data outlets and transformers. Monitor arms and power/data outlets can be fixed to either the steel understructure
or the bottom frame of the desk screen by means of specially designed mounting brackets.
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Height Adjustability
UniteSE is available with a range of height adjustability options to meet stringent EU regulations. Pin,
crank and electric adjustment with ranges varying from 620mm through to 1280mm for sit-to-stand
functionality.

Individual worksurfaces within a multiple position bench structure can be raised in height by 80mm
(finished worksurface height 820mm) in 20mm increments by means of a simple pin height rail adaptor
bracket.
The rail adaptor bracket can be specified at the manufacturing stage, or easily installed at any time in
the future. The design of the components means that the adjoining workstations do not need to be
dismantled during a retrofit. The workstation can be easily reset to standard height if required.
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1000-2000mm

UniteSE Workstations Statement of Line

(Refer to Specification Guide for complete list)

Double Row Benches - 1000-2000mm wide in 200mm increments
Multiple Spans

1000-2000mm

1000-2000mm

Extension Kits

1600mm

Single Span

1
1000-2000mm

800 & 600mm

Single Row Benches- 1000-2000mm wide in 200mm increments
Single Span

Multiple Spans

1000-2000mm

1000-2000mm

Extension Kits

1000-2000mm

1200mm 120º Workstation Clusters - 1200 & 1600mm depths

1000-2000mm

1000-2000mm

Misc. Items
Returns

Modesty Panels

Meeting Top Extensions

UniteSE Workstations, UniteSE Storage & Faveo task seating.
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Value and Service
KI (UK) Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of KI Inc. (Krueger International) which was founded in 1941 and is one of the world’s
largest independent furniture manufacturing groups employing over 3,500 people. KI produces high quality, durable furniture
bringing together good design, advanced engineering and sustainable resources. KI is a recognised leader in the Business, Education,
Healthcare and Government sectors.
KI’s European headquarters is located at its central London showroom and operations centre. Warehousing and logistics are
controlled from the company’s 60,000 sq ft facility in the South East of England with further regional dealer partners, distribution
and service facilities across the UK and Europe. KI’s service platform is built around established principals of reliability and flexibility
delivered in a personable, approachable manner ensuring customers believe that KI is good to do business with and represents a safe
pair of hands.
KI’s extensive European product portfolios are designed locally and manufactured in factories across the UK and Continental Europe.
KI’s core design principles have evolved from listening to its customers. This ensures that KI develops products that are flexible,
sustainable and relevant in today’s workplace and which offer great value.
Key
KI E.M.E.A. London Headquarters
Combined Installation Services & Sales Account Support
Manufacturing

KI Europe

KI & The Environment
KI is committed to being environmentally conscious and striving to
ensure the continued availability of natural resources for current
and future generations. As part of this mission, we recognise our
responsibility to protect human health, the environment, and natural
resources, and to continually strive to improve the environmental
quality of our operations. To carry out this commitment, it is our
policy to:
• Meet or exceed the requirements of all environmental laws and
regulations applicable to our operations.
• Limit our impact on the environment to the extent practicable and
work to reduce recognised environmental risks to our 		
employees and the communities in which we operate by 		
employing safe technologies and operating procedures.
• Continually assess our environmental programs and monitor our
environmental performance.
• Have operating policies and programmes in place to implement our
Environmental Quality Policy.
As an ISO14001 accredited company KI believes that it can provide
best value to its customers and minimise its environmental impact
by producing furniture that will be utilised for many decades using
environmentally sound processes. With Warranties which include
25-Year and Lifetime periods, we demonstrate our commitment to
manufacturing durable products.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
All of Kl’s facilities embrace the theme of “REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE” in their operations. These efforts are aimed at all media
- water usage, wastewater discharges, air emissions, and solid/hazardous waste - in a comprehensive effort towards pollution
prevention.

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

For full details of KI’s environmental policies see “KI’s
Environmental Management programme” on our website:
www.kieurope.com/environment.asp
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UniteSE

Workplace Collection

The UniteSE Workplace Collection has passed
BS EN 527-2:2002 Strength & Stability Tests

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

Manufactured in the UK

KI Inc
1330 Bellevue Street
P.O. Box 8100
Green Bay
WI 54308-8100
USA
www.ki.com

KI (UK) Ltd
148/153 High Holborn
London, WC1V 6PJ
United Kingdom
Tel.:+44 (0)20 7404 7441
Fax:+44 (0)20 7404 7442
E-mail: sales@kieurope.com
www.kieurope.com
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KI and Furnishing Knowledge are registered
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